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The timely, accurate monitoring of social indicators, such as poverty or inequality, on a fine-
grained spatial and temporal scale is a crucial tool for understanding social phenomena and
policymaking, but poses a great challenge to official statistics. This article argues that an
interdisciplinary approach, combining the body of statistical research in small area estimation
with the body of research in social data mining based on Big Data, can provide novel means
to tackle this problem successfully. Big Data derived from the digital crumbs that humans
leave behind in their daily activities are in fact providing ever more accurate proxies of social
life. Social data mining from these data, coupled with advanced model-based techniques for
fine-grained estimates, have the potential to provide a novel microscope through which to
view and understand social complexity. This article suggests three ways to use Big Data
together with small area estimation techniques, and shows how Big Data has the potential to
mirror aspects of well-being and other socioeconomic phenomena.
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1. Introduction

The huge amounts of digital information about human activities produced by a wide range

of high-throughput tools and technologies nowadays offer an objective description of

human behaviour. These rich large-scale datasets, often referred to as Big Data, generally

cover a large and considerable portion of the population within a territory, often reaching

nationwide and even worldwide coverage. Today, statistical methods and social mining

from Big Data represent a concrete opportunity to track human behaviour and understand

social complexity.
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This is especially true when the focus is on the spatial distribution of the phenomena

under study. In fact, digital tracks such as those from GPS data, calls from mobile phones,

Internet searches and networking enable the analysis of the ground truth of individual and

collective behaviour at an unprecedented spatial and temporal detail, sometimes in real

time (Giannotti et al. 2012). This happens when statistical agencies are not always

prepared to provide statistically sound and accurate local estimates and when, at the same

time, small area estimation techniques (Rao 2003) are requested by policymakers for more

detailed information about the geographic distribution of poverty, inequality and life

condition indicators.

There are a number of different initiatives within the official statistics community

related to these two issues. Many national statistical agencies and researchers are now

developing, evaluating, and implementing poverty estimation and poverty-mapping

methodologies, while also promoting Big Data methodologies and best practices. For

example, the European Commission has funded projects such as SAMPLE (Small Area

Methods for Poverty and Living Condition Estimates) and AMELI (Advanced

Methodology for European Laeken Indicators) related to this topic. More recently, the

ESS Big Data Action Plan and Roadmap 1.0 (Eurostat 2014) emphasises how Big Data

could be of real interest for official statistics.

The perspective is twofold. On one hand, there are many available sources of Big Data

that are proxies of social behaviour along various dimensions:

. Social networks, blogs, and web search keywords can trace desires, opinions, and

sentiments.

. Emails and phone contacts can trace social relationships.

. Transaction records of our purchases act as a proxy for lifestyle and shopping

patterns.

. Records of our mobile phone calls and GPS trajectories can trace individuals’

movements.

On the other hand, we must admit that we are just at the beginning of a data revolution

and there is still a gap between the Big Data and the big picture (Giannotti et al. 2012). We

can identify four main reasons behind this gap:

1. Each Big Data source has different characteristics. Sensor data are fragmented, low

level and poorly correlated with key concepts; social data are highly unstructured and

rarely accompanied by metadata, hence a quality evaluation of such data is subject to

a preliminary metadata enrichment phase.

2. The lack of a “simple” data structure requires a preproduction treatment that is

different from the usual one practised in statistical agencies on surveys and/or

administrative registers. Data validation and editing may also need methodological

developments due to the large volume and high frequency of Big Data.

3. There are many regulatory, business-related, and technological barriers to unleashing

the potential of Big Data for social and data mining. These need to be overcome so

that all individuals, businesses, and institutions can safely access the knowledge

opportunities. The use of Big Data requires an adaptation of/to legislation regarding

privacy issues.
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4. In order to integrate these new tools within the statistical estimation process of many

target parameters, there is the need for specific statistical know-how with strong

Information Technology (IT) foundations for handling configuration and

maintenance of Big Data repositories. In addition, accessing data and performing

analysis require IT applications that are not customarily used by statistical offices,

while statisticians obviously find it more convenient to handle data with traditional

analytical tools.

In this article, we do not intend to bridge all the gaps outlined in the four groups of issues

described above (Pentland 2012). In our opinion they represent a research roadmap and a

challenge that will face statisticians and computer scientists over the next years. Here we

present a contribution to the use of small area estimation methods combined with Big Data

and social mining aimed at improving our ability to measure, monitor, and predict social

performance, well-being, deprivation, poverty, exclusion, and inequality on a fine-grained

spatial and temporal scale.

We identify three possible approaches to the use of Big Data in the small area estimation

framework:

1. Use Big Data sources to create local indicators and compare them to those obtained

with small area estimation methods.

2. Use Big Data sources to generate new covariates for small area models.

3. Use survey data to check and remove the self-selection bias of the values of the

indicators obtained using Big Data.

In Section 2 we describe the two first approaches in depth, focusing on the study of well-

being. In Sections 3 and 4 we present two applications of these approaches using EU-SILC

(European Union – Statistics on Income and Living Conditions, European Commission

2015) survey data and Big Data on individuals’ mobility in the region of Tuscany in Italy.

In Section 5 we address the last approach mentioned above, and conclude with some final

remarks on the combined use of Big Data and small area estimation in a statistical

framework.

2. The Use of Big Data in Small Area Estimation

Social mining provides analytical methods for understanding human behaviour by means of

the automated discovery of patterns from massive records of human activities. Although data

mining and statistical learning from traditional databases are relatively mature technologies

(Tan et al. 2006; Hastie et al. 2009), the emergence of Big Data on human activities, their

networked format, their heterogeneity and semantic richness, their magnitude and their

dynamicity pose new exciting scientific challenges (Giannotti et al. 2012).

In this context of understanding social complexity, the connection of social mining with

statistical modelling and statistical data collection and analysis is fundamental. Generally,

statistical data are collected by means of sample surveys or censuses. Administrative data

and registers can also be exploited to produce statistical data. Censuses are complex and

expensive to carry out, so sample surveys represent a common way of collecting data.

In order to draw inferences on the target population, surveys should be representative

of the whole population. However, to measure social complexity with a focus on the
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identification and quantification of social exclusion and deprivation, there is a demand for

local-level estimates of the most relevant poverty and well-being indicators. Generally the

local level (local administrative area, zone of local governance) constitutes a so-called

unplanned domain of estimation in sample surveys. Oversampling to increase the

sample size in the domains of interest could be a feasible solution for assessing

poverty and deprivation at a local level, say at Local Administrative Units levels 1 and 2

(LAU 1 and LAU 2, levels in the Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics used by

Eurostat), as is often required by policymakers. However, the high cost in terms of time

and financial resources makes this approach impractical for obtaining accurate estimates.

Big Data can represent an alternative source of data for the same areas, usually reaching a

very high level of geographical detail. Big Data can be analysed from two alternative

perspectives: as collected on a self-selected sample from the population – that is, under a

survey design perspective – or not. In this article we choose to follow the first perspective.

A short discussion of the two alternative points of view will be given in Section 4.

The first opportunity to reconcile data from the two independent sources – Big Data and

sample surveys – is to use available local measures extrapolated from Big Data to

compare and benchmark measures on related aspects of the phenomenon under study (e.g.,

poverty and social exclusion) obtained from survey data and vice versa. Measures from

Big Data sources are usually obtained very quickly; however, they can be affected by a

serious self-selection bias. Conversely, small area estimates are methodologically sound,

but they require timely survey and population data that can be difficult to obtain.

Comparing the two alternative sets of measures referring to the same areas can provide

useful insights on the potential of Big Data to benchmark small area estimates. If there is

accordance between Big Data and survey data in a given small domain/area with respect to

the recorded level of deprivation and poverty, then analysts and policy makers may rely

on a strong evidence. Otherwise, if there is a discrepancy between the results obtained

from the two sources of data, then there is a need for further investigation of those

domains/areas. This is the rationale underlying the application we show in Section 3,

where Big Data on individuals’ mobility are compared with small area poverty estimates

computed using EU-SILC data.

Alternatively, a second possibility is to use Big Data directly as a covariate in a small

area model. At its heart, poverty mapping is about combining survey data that measures

poverty incidence with auxiliary information, spatial or nonspatial, about the population of

interest. On the one side we have survey data collected ad hoc, such as consumption and

income, and on the other side we have auxiliary information that is obtained from other

surveys, from population censuses, or from administrative registers. Variables shared by

survey and auxiliary information are used together to improve the precision of the small

area estimates. Auxiliary information can also consist of georeferenced data about the

spatial distribution of these domains and units, obtained via geographic information

systems. Attributes derived from spatial information are helpful in the analysis of

socioeconomic data, as these often exhibit a spatial structure that corresponds to the

definition and the characteristics of the small areas. It is here that Big Data come into play.

This huge amount of data and information can be integrated with statistical modelling

for small area estimation, extending the type of covariate information used in the small

area model.
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However, the extension of the covariates to include variables such as social media

search loads or remote-sensing images (e.g., in crop-yield surveys, and also in social

surveys) or tracking of human mobility opens up difficulties and challenges. Due to

technical problems and legal restrictions, it is unfeasible at this stage to have unit-level

data that can be linked with administrative archives, census or survey data. To overcome

this problem we can use the so-called area-level models, such as the Fay-Herriot model

(Fay and Herriot 1979). In this class of models, direct estimates obtained from survey data

are modelled with area-level auxiliary variables, that is, a unique variable value for each

area. Auxiliary variables can be known either at the population level or at the survey level;

in any case, knowledge at unit level is not required, nor are the auxiliary variables required

to match the survey variables in definition, as they are under the unit level approach. Thus

it is relatively easy to aggregate Big Data in the domains/areas of interest and use them in

the Fay-Herriot model. For example, Porter et al. (2014) use Google Trends searches as

covariates in a spatial Fay-Herriot model. However, attention should be paid to the fact

that under the Fay-Herriot model it is assumed that the auxiliary variables are measured

without error, that is, that they are available for all the areas and they come from census or

archives covering the entire population of interest. When auxiliary variables come from

surveys, they suffer from sampling errors and may also suffer from nonsampling errors,

and thus we consider them as measured with error. Generally, auxiliary variables coming

from Big Data are not measured on all (or on a big proportion) of the units of the target

population, nor are they collected using a random sample. For these reasons we consider

that Big Data are subject to measurement error. In Section 4 we present an application

where measures derived from Big Data are used as covariates in a Fay-Herriot model to

estimate poverty indicators, accounting for the presence of measurement error in the

covariates (Ybarra and Lohr 2008).

Finally, Big Data could be used directly to measure poverty and social exclusion,

appropriately taking into account the self-selection problem. We envision that survey

data could be used to check and remove this bias, provided that unit-level information

from Big Data sources will be available. We revisit this problem in the final section of

the article.

3. The Use of Big Data to Make Comparisons With Results Obtained With Small

Area Estimation Methods

There has been rising interest in research on poverty mapping over the last decade, with

the European Union proposing a core of statistical indicators on poverty commonly known

as Laeken Indicators. These indicators can be computed for each of the EU Member States

using data from sample surveys such as the EU-SILC survey. In particular, the EU-SILC

provides information on the household equivalised income for each of the sampled

households: this information is fundamental to compute monetary poverty indicators, such

as the Head Count Ratio (HCR), for any domain or area of interest.

HCR – also known as the At-Risk-of-Poverty Rate – measures the incidence of

poverty. It is a special case of the generalised measures of poverty introduced by Foster

et al. (1984), hereafter FGT. Denote by t the poverty line, that is the level of welfare that
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defines the state of poverty, by d the domain/area of interest, d ¼ 1; : : : ;D, and by a a

sensitivity parameter; the class of FGT poverty measures for a given area d is defined as:

Fa;d ¼
1

Nd

XNd

j¼1

t 2 wjd

t

� �a
I wjd # t
� �

: ð1Þ

Here wjd is a measure of welfare (i.e., income) for unit or household j, Nd is the number

of units or households in domain/area d, I is the indicator function that is equal to 1 when

wjd # t, 0 otherwise. When a ¼ 0, Fa,d is equal to the HCR indicator, which is simply

the proportion of units or households in the domain/area with a measure of welfare at or

below the poverty line. Since this index is easy and fast to compute and can be interpreted

easily, it is widely used in poverty estimation. However, it should always be supplemented

by other poverty indicators referring to the same areas, such as the mean of the household

equivalised income.

The computation of these indicators using data from the EU-SILC survey results

in accurate estimates for planned domains, for example for the administrative areas

corresponding to regions in Italy (NUTS level 2). When the interest is in obtaining

estimates at a more detailed level than the one foreseen, it can be necessary to resort to

small area estimation techniques, since the sample size in many areas may be too small

to obtain accurate direct estimates or it can even be equal to zero, making it impossible

to compute direct estimates.

The unplanned domains of interest can correspond to administrative areas that represent

local levels of government, such as provinces and municipalities, or to areas that can be

used to analyse the socioeconomic structure of the territory, such as the Local Labour

Systems (LLSs). Under the framework of the SAMPLE project, using unit-level small area

models applied to household EU-SILC data and Population Census 2001 data, FGT

poverty estimates were produced for provinces, LLSs and municipalities in Italy. The

availability of unit-level data coming from both the population census and the EU-SILC

survey made flexible small area estimation modelling possible.

In this article, we present the estimates of the HCR and the mean of the household

equivalised income for the ten provinces of the Tuscany region, Italy. These estimates

were obtained by applying the M-quantile estimators proposed by Tzavidis et al. (2010)

and Marchetti et al. (2012) to data from EU-SILC 2008 and the Population Census 2001

(Pratesi et al. 2010). M-quantile models (Chambers and Tzavidis 2006) relax the

parametric assumptions of random effects models traditionally used for small area

estimation (Rao 2003), which can represent an advantage in many real data applications

(Giusti et al. 2012b; Fabrizi et al. 2014). The household-level covariates included in the

model for the mean of the household equivalised income – common to the EU-SILC

survey and to the population census – are the house-ownership status, the age of the head

of the household, the employment status of the head of the household, the gender of the

head of the household, the years of education of the head of the household and the

household size.

It is important to note that although the 2008 EU-SILC data were collected six years

after the census, the 2001–2007 period was one of relatively slow growth and low inflation

in Italy, so it is reasonable to assume that there was relatively little change. Moreover,
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using an enlarged sample of the EU-SILC 2008 survey for the Province of Pisa, obtained

as a side output of the SAMPLE project, Giusti et al. (2012b) showed that M-quantile

small area estimates of the HCR and of the household equivalised income were coherent

with EU-SILC 2008 direct estimates using the oversample (reliable) estimates.

The use of Big Data as a covariate in the M-quantile unit-level models described above

can be considered unfeasible. There are two main reasons for this. First, as stated above,

the auxiliary variables used in the small area model should be measured at the unit level

and they should be the same as those available from the survey: the problem here is that

Big Data with such characteristics are usually unavailable due to confidentiality reasons.

Second, even if available, the Big Data cannot be considered to cover all the population of

interest, due to the self-selection problem.

For these reasons, Big Data on mobility are used separately in this application to

produce a measure of entropy of individuals’ movements for the same areas, the provinces

of the Tuscany region. Generalising the approach of Eagle et al. (2010), the aim is to study

the possible agreement between the level of poverty and the diversity of its inhabitants’

mobility in the areas under study, under the first approach to the joint use of small area

estimators and Big Data sources mentioned in Sections 1 and 2.

In more detail, we used a large dataset of private vehicles in central Italy, tracked with

a GPS device. The dataset is comprised of information on approximately ten million

different car journeys made by 150,000 vehicles tracked during May 2011. Focusing on

Tuscany, the dataset refers to 37,326 vehicles, which correspond to 1.5 percent of the total

vehicles registered in Tuscany in 2011. The GPS traces were collected by OCTO

Telematics S.p.a., a company that provides a data collection service for insurance

companies. The GPS device is automatically turned on when the car is started, and the

global trajectory of a vehicle is formed by the sequence of GPS points that the device

transmits every 30 seconds to the server. When the vehicle stops no points are logged or

sent. We exploited these stops to split the global trajectory into several sub-trajectories,

which corresponded to the single journeys undertaken by a vehicle. Vehicle traces were

then mapped on the road network and their position during the stops was associated with

the census sectors, provided by the Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT). In this

way, each car journey was described by a tuple composed of the timestamp and a pair

of coordinates corresponding to the origin and destination of the journey. Table 1 shows

an example of the records in the final dataset.

The mobility for a given vehicle n is given by:

Mn ¼ 2
XL

l1¼1

XL

l2¼1

pnðl1; l2Þ log ð pnðl1; l2ÞÞ; ð2Þ

Table 1. Structure of the dataset with time, origin and destination of each trip. Source: OCTO Telematics S.p.a.

Timestamp Origin Destination Car id

2011/05/12 at 08:31:20 Florence_01 Florence_423 00001
2011/05/24 at 17:53:08 Pisa_231 Prato_23 00003
: : : : : : : : : : : :
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a measure of entropy where (l1,l2) represents a pair of locations, pv(l1,l2) is the

probability of observing a movement of vehicle v between the locations l1 and l2, and L

is the total number of locations. The probability pv(l1,l2) is given by the ratio between

the number of trips of v between l1 and l2 and the total number of trips of v. When l1 is

equal to l2, pv(l1,l2) is set to 0. Then, we define the mobility of an area d as:

Md ¼
1

Vd n[d

X
Mn; ð3Þ

where Vd is the number of vehicles resident in area d. A vehicle is considered resident

in the area where it most frequently stops during the night. The mobility value tends to

zero when the vehicle v visits few distinct locations, showing low mobility diversity.

On the other hand, when the mobility measure (2) increases, it means that the vehicle v

makes journeys with several locations as destinations. We calculate the standard

deviation of the mobility Md for each area. For a given area d we measure the standard

deviation of the mobility by:

sMd
¼

n[d

X
Mn 2 Mdð Þ2

Vd 2 1

8
>><

>>:

9
>>=

>>;

1=2

; ð4Þ

where Mn and Md are defined by (2) and (3).

Figure 1 shows the scatterplot of the HCR values plotted against the sMd
values

computed for the ten provinces of the Tuscany region. Their linear correlation

coefficient, used as a mere descriptive index, is equal to 20.74. This result suggests that

higher levels of heterogeneity of mobility (Md), expressed by the standard deviation sMd
,

are in the provinces where there are lower levels of poverty. In other words, the

diversification of mobility within an area with respect to its mean value can be a proxy
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Fig. 1. Scatterplot of the standard deviation of the mobility vs. estimates of the HCR at province level

in Tuscany.
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of the level of poverty. Conversely, the mean level of the mobility it is not able

to discriminate across areas because the values are all very similar and not correlated

with the HCRs.

The result of this application is a first interesting example of how to implement the first

approach presented in Section 1. However, we think that more evidence is required

to confirm the relation between the two indexes. In any case, our aim is to show that

Big Data may have the potential to mirror aspects of well-being and other socioeconomic

phenomena, supporting the evidence emerging from survey data.

4. The Use of Big Data As Covariates in Area-Level Small Area Models

In this section we present an application of the Fay-Herriot model proposed by Ybarra and

Lohr (2008) to estimate poverty indicators for the LLSs of the Tuscany region using Big

Data as covariates, under the second approach to the joint use of Big Data and small area

estimation mentioned in Sections 1 and 2.

As already discussed in Section 2 and 3, the limitations to the use of Big Data as

covariates in unit-level small area models can be overcome using area-level small area

models. Fay and Herriot (1979) proposed a model that can be used to reduce the variability

of small area direct estimators based on survey data by using auxiliary information coming

from other data sources. For example, the Fay-Herriot model and its spatial extension have

been used to produce small area estimates of poverty indicators such as the HCR and the

mean household equivalised income using EU-SILC income data and auxiliary data

coming from the Population Census (Salvati et al. 2014).

It is important to underline that the properties of the small area estimators derived under

the Fay-Herriot model are based on the hypothesis that the auxiliary data are available for

all the areas and that they are measured without error. Thus, when (recent) Census data are

not available and covariate information comes from alternative data sources – such as

surveys, administrative data or Big Data – one should take into account that these kinds

of data can suffer from sampling and nonsampling errors that could seriously affect the

produced small area estimates.

In this section we present an application where the Fay-Herriot model is used to

produce estimates of the HCR and of the mean household equivalised income for the

LLSs of the Tuscany region using area-level data from the EU-SILC survey 2011 and,

as covariate information, data from the EU-SILC survey itself and from Big Data on

mobility. To use these data as covariate information, we propose to use the

modified version of the Fay-Herriot model proposed by Ybarra and Lohr (2008) to

allow for measurement error in the auxiliary variables. An alternative approach can be

based on the Bayesian framework, but it is not explored here (see Ghosh et al. 2006;

Torabi et al. 2009).

Ybarra and Lohr (2008) assume that for a direct estimator yd of the target variable Yd in

area d, under the sampling design, E½yd� ¼ Yd, and that the auxiliary data source provides

an estimator X̂d of a p-vector Xd of population characteristics, where the estimator X̂d has

mean squared error MESðX̂dÞ ¼ Cd under the sample design. They show that when the

auxiliary variables are measured with error, the traditional Fay-Herriot estimator can be
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worse than the direct estimator in terms of precision and in addition the estimated mean

squared error gives a misleading notion of precision.

Suppose that Xd is the true value of the auxiliary variable in small area d available for

small area estimation. Since Xd may be measured with error, we substitute an estimator X̂d

for Xd and use the following model:

yd ¼ X̂
T

dbþ rdðX̂d;XdÞ þ ed ð5Þ

where rdðX̂d;XdÞ ¼ ud þ ðXd 2 X̂dÞ
Tb, with ud , Nð0;s2

uÞ and the random error

ed , Nð0;c2
dÞ, with known cd. Here, ud is independent from both ed and X̂d, and random

variables in different small areas are independent. They also assume that X̂d and yd are

independent for each area, as when Xd and Yd are estimated using different data sources.

In our application this is the case for Big Data auxiliary variables, while for auxiliary

variables from the EU-SILC survey this hypothesis is violated. However, this problem can

be solved changing the model according to Ybarra (2003).

The resulting EBLUP (Empirical Best Linear Unbiased Predictor) is:

ŶdME ¼ ĝdyd þ ð1 2 ĝdÞX̂
T

d b̂ ð6Þ

where ĝd ¼ ðŝ
2
u þ b̂T Cdb̂Þ=ðŝ

2
u þ b̂T Cdb̂þ c2

dÞ and the regression vector b and the

variance component s2
u are estimated according to an iterative procedure for the modified

least squares as in Cheng and Van Ness (1999). Ybarra and Lohr (2008) prove the

consistency of (6) and propose an analytic and a jackknife estimator of MSEðŶdMEÞ.
We now present the results of our application, where we are interested in producing

mean estimates of the household equivalised income – equivalised according to the

OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development) modified scale

(Hagenaars et al. 1994) – and estimates of the HCR for the 57 LLSs in Tuscany. Note that

24 out of the 57 LLSs are “out-of-sample areas” with a zero sample size in the EU-SILC

2011. Local Labour Systems are the areas in which most of the daily activity of the people

who live and work in them takes place; their definition is similar to that of the travel-

to-work-areas (TTWAs) widely used in US and UK territorial analyses (ISTAT 1997).

According to the official EU nomenclature of local units they are intermediate between

levels LAU 1 and LAU 2.

To compute the direct estimates of the mean household incomes and of the HCRs we

used data from the 2011 census wave of EU-SILC, available at LLS level. Data from

the same survey was also considered as covariate information. We did not consider the

Population Census 2001 data here, since there was a structural change in the economic

system after the 2008 financial crisis and the use of census 2001 information may thus lead

to biased small area estimators.

As covariate information available for all 57 LLSs we also used Big Data on

individuals’ mobility, under the hypothesis that mobility data could be predictive of

well-being measures. More specifically, we used the measure of mobility described in

Section 3 and another measure of mobility based on the radius of gyration (RG), which

for each vehicle measures how spread out its visited locations are from its centre of mass.

The centre of mass lcm;n of a vehicle n is defined as a two-dimensional vector representing

the weighted mean point of the locations visited by that vehicle. We can measure the
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mass associated with a location with its visitation frequency, obtaining the following

definition:

lcm;n ¼
1

i[L

X
di;n i[L

X
di;nli ð7Þ

where L is the set of all the visited locations, li is a two-dimensional vector describing

the geographic coordinates of location i and di;n is its visitation frequency by vehicle n.

Then, the RG of a vehicle n is defined as:

RGn ¼
1

i[L

X
di;n i[L

X
di;nðli 2 lcm;nÞ

T ðli 2 lcm;nÞ

8
>><

>>:

9
>>=

>>;

1=2

: ð8Þ

We can then define the radius of gyration in area d as:

RGd ¼
1

Vd n[d

X
RGn: ð9Þ

The radius of gyration provides a measure of the volume of mobility, indicating the

typical distance travelled by a vehicle and provides an estimation of its tendency to move.

We used two different models to estimate the small area income means and HCRs.

To estimate the mean incomes ðYdÞ using estimator ŶdME, let X̂d be the vector of the

auxiliary variables of area d: it contains a constant term, the direct estimate of the

proportion of male as the head of the household, the direct estimate of the mean of

the squared metres of the house (both from the EU-SILC 2011 survey) and, finally, the

values of the RGd (from Big Data sources). Let Cd be the corresponding variance-

covariance matrix of the auxiliary variables, with the covariances set to zero. Let yd be the

direct estimate in area d of the mean of the household equivalised income and cd its

standard deviation. In the model for the HCR the auxiliary variables vector X̂d contains a

constant term, the direct estimate of the mean of the age of the head of household (from

EU-SILC 2011) and the mobility index Md (from Big Data on mobility). Here yd is the

direct estimate of the HCR in area d.

Estimates obtained using data taken from the EU-SILC survey are design unbiased. As

variance-covariance matrix Cd we used the estimated variances of the auxiliary variables’

mean estimates, setting the covariances equal to zero. As regards Big Data, it can be

argued that they come about according to a survey design or not. In the second case, there

is no need to make any inference about unobserved population units. The first case – the

one we choose here – follows a design perspective, and then there is uncertainty in the

data. From this perspective, we consider our Big Data on mobility as collected on a self-

selected sample of car journeys. However, as shown by Bethlehem (2002), the bias due to

the self-selection process is related to the correlation between the target variable (mobility

index) and the response behaviour (having or not having a GPS). Using the results shown

in Pappalardo et al. (2013), we argue that this correlation coefficient can be considered

very small in this application, and hence the bias due to the self-selection process could be
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negligible. In fact, Pappalardo et al. (2013) show that the mobility index measured using

the sample of cars with GPS is coherent with the mobility registered for all the vehicles in

the municipality of Pisa (data derived from traffic sensors spread around the city). Given

this evidence, it seems reasonable to use the hypothesis of independence between the

mobility indexes and “having a GPS”, so that we can handle these data as if they were a

simple random sample from the population of vehicles. The variances in the Cd matrix are

then computed using a simple random sample design variance formula (considering

negligible the correction term for finite populations).

Irrespective of whether the design perspective is chosen or not, the use of Big

Data as auxiliary variables in small area models is motivated by their predictive

power, which results in improved efficiency of the small area estimates for sampled and

out-of-sample areas.

For these reasons we also computed the small area estimates without the use of Big Data

covariates in the model (results are not reported here). In about a half of the 32 sampled

areas we found a gain in precision when adding the Big Data covariates. Moreover, the

use of Big Data covariates allows us to obtain synthetic estimates for out-of-sample areas,

as they are the only auxiliary variables available for the out-of-sample areas.

An important problem in small area estimation is the synthetic prediction for out-of-

sample areas: that is, areas where there are no sampled units, even if there are population

units with the characteristics of interest in those areas. The conventional approach for

estimating a small area characteristic, say the mean, is the synthetic estimation (Rao 2003):

Ŷd;OUT ¼ XT
d;OUT b̂, where Xd;OUT is the auxiliary information for the out-of-sample area d

and b̂ is the vector of estimated coefficients under a small area model. In the application

presented here the problem is serious, since there are 24 out-of-sample areas (42 percent

of the total number of small areas). Moreover, the predictor Ŷd;OUT ¼ X̂
T

d;OUT b̂ according

to Equation (1.6) cannot be applied because the EU-SILC auxiliary variables selected

in our models are not available for the out-of-sample areas. In contrast, Big Data

auxiliary variables are available instead for all the areas. One possible synthetic predictor is

Ŷd;OUT ¼
�X̂T b̂þ X̂d;BDb̂BD, where �X̂ is the matrix of the direct estimators of the EU-SILC

auxiliary variables at a regional level, X̂d;BD is the value of the Big Data auxiliary

information for area d and finally b̂ and b̂BD are the estimated regression coefficients (see

Giusti et al. 2012a for an example). Accordingly, using Big Data it is possible to obtain area-

specific synthetic estimates for the out-of-sample areas, taking into account the variability

between areas that cannot be specified by only basing predictions on the values of �X̂.

This represents one of the major advantages in the use of Big Data sources in small

area estimation.

Finally, to estimate the mean squared error of ŶdME for both sampled and out-of-sample

areas we use a parametric bootstrap approach, since the jackknife approach described in

Ybarra and Lohr (2008) was too unstable with our data, often producing negative estimates

of the mean squared error.

In the parametric bootstrap we first estimated b and s2
u, then we parametrically

generated the errors u*
d , Nð0; ŝ2

uÞ and e*
d , Nð0;c2

d Þ. Using these random errors and the

matrix of auxiliary variables, we generated the bootstrap true values Y*
d ¼ X̂

T

d b̂þ u*
d and

the bootstrap direct estimates y*
d ¼ Y*

d þ e*
d. In the next step, we generated a bootstrap

matrix of auxiliary variables with errors X̂
*

d ¼ X̂d þ ed, where [d, Npð0;CdÞ with Np
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a multivariate normal of dimension p. Using (6) with X̂
*

d and y*
d we obtained a bootstrap

estimate Ŷ
*

dME of Y*
d. Repeating this process B times to obtain B values of Ŷ

*b

dME and Y*b
d ,

b ¼ 1; : : : ;B, the bootstrap mean squared error estimator of ŶdME was

mseðŶdMEÞ ¼ B21
XB

b¼1

ðŶ
*b

d 2 Y *bÞ2: ð10Þ

In the application of this article we have used B ¼ 500.

We checked the performance of this bootstrap mean squared error estimator with a

small simulation following the setting used in Ybarra and Lohr (2008) in their simulation

study. The bootstrap scheme seemed to work properly, showing an expected slight

underestimation of the real (i.e., Monte Carlo) mean squared error.

As an alternative to the bootstrap, for the out-of-sample areas we predicted the cd values

using a linear model based on the same variables used in the estimation process (Wolter

2007). This method is feasible given that data coming from Big Data sources are available

for all the small areas.

Results for the means of both the equivalised income and for the HCR, obtained using

(6), are mapped in Figure 2. These estimates referring to the LLSs show intraregional

differences that would be lost if the scope of the analysis were to be limited to the regional

level.

What is even more important is that for both the target parameters we achieved

a remarkable gain in terms of precision with respect to the direct estimates. Even if this

gain is marginally overestimated because the bootstrap mean squared error of ŶdME

underestimates the real mean squared error, the gain in precision is evident. Figure 3

shows a comparison of the bootstrap mean squared error estimates of ŶdME and the mean
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Fig. 2. Estimates of the mean equivalised income in Euros (right) and of the HCR (left) for the Local Labour

Systems of Tuscany region. Small area estimates based on EU-SILC 2011 and Mobility Data 2011. Out-of-sample

areas are estimated using a synthetic estimator.
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squared error estimates of the direct estimates yd for both the mean equivalised

income (right) and the HCR (left). Since the mean squared errors for the direct estimators

are only available for the sampled areas, we only report these ratios for the 33 sampled

areas.

A gain in precision is observed for all the areas. In most of the areas the gain in precision

is about 5%–20% for the mean and 10%–40% for the HCR. In some areas the gain is

more than 50 percent. However, the mean squared error estimator of the small area

estimator ŶdME should be treated with caution due to its observed underestimation.

Nonetheless, these first promising results encourage further research on this topic.

5. Final Remarks

Big Data on a societal scale provides a powerful microscope that can help us understand

and forecast many complex socioeconomic phenomena, from the diffusion of information,

innovation and crises to the unequal distribution of resources and opportunities. In

particular, here we used indicators from Big Data sources in the study of poverty and

living conditions and found that they have much to offer when we combine them with

small area estimation methods.

Big Data can be much faster in providing auxiliary variables for small area models than

official data sources. Even when individual-level data are not available due to privacy

restrictions, area-level summaries can provide useful flash covariates for area-level

models. Among these, the Fay and Herriot (1979) model, one of the primary tools used in

small area estimation, can be used proficiently as a way to borrow strength across locations

and thereby reduce the mean squared errors (MSE) of the small area estimates (Rao 2003).

When Big Data covariates are used, this model can be generalised to include covariates

affected by error of measurement and to obtain an indirect estimate of the small area

variable of interest, rather than using a direct survey estimate.
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Fig. 3. The plot on the right shows the mean squared error estimates of the small areas, obtained using (10) with

B ¼ 500 bootstrap replications, vs. the direct estimates of the mean of the equivalised income; the plot on the left

shows the same for the HCR estimates. Results are reported for the 33 Local Labour Systems (LLSs) sampled in

the EU-SILC 2011 survey for Tuscany.
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At a time of spending reviews and budget restrictions, auxiliary information that

is relatively inexpensive and readily available but is still representative of the

population under consideration is of substantial interest. Covariates based on social media,

GPS, or other sources (e.g., remotely sensed image data) may augment or replace

traditional auxiliary information for a wide variety of poverty and living conditions

indicators.

The advantage of these types of covariates is that they are often readily available and

provide a considerable amount of relevant information related to a diverse set of

demographic and other survey outcomes. The disadvantage is that they may require a more

complex small area estimation model than the traditional Fay-Herriot model, since it is not

always possible to assume that the available Big Data are known without error.

Big Data could also result in new insights and new proxies of the study variables.

Our evidence of correlation between local poverty estimates obtained by surveys and

independent estimates from Big Data sources is encouraging. However, the extent to

which these advantages occur depends greatly on the specific case in terms of e.g.,

the data available, the model assumptions made and the precise small area estimation

methods used.

In addition, while data quality has been widely studied and discussed and many

contributions have been produced in the field of survey estimates, the quality of Big Data

sources has not been thoroughly considered, as researchers and statistical agencies have

only started to focus on it relatively recently.

In particular, representativeness and coverage of the populations of interest are crucial

issues when using Big Data. This is because of the specific nature of the sources, which do

not select units according to a sampling procedure and which generally do not cover the

whole population. The problem is less relevant when the target population is actively using

Information Communication Technologies (ICT) – such as Internet, mobile phones,

wireless networks, and other communication mediums and is involved in economic

activities traceable by electronic devices, but it is crucial when the objective is to study

segments of populations close to social exclusion, such as at-risk-of-poverty individuals

and their families.

Nevertheless, whatever the target of the social mining is, the use of Big Data could

generate a self-selection problem in relation to the population units, which could have

severe effects, leading to biased final estimates. From this point of view, the large amount

of information coming from a Big Data source rather than a survey is not enough in itself.

A large amount of information is very important, but is not sufficient to produce an

assessment of data reliability. There are many similar well-known problems such as

census undercoverage, incomplete frames, and informative nonresponse (as in web

surveys). These problems have been addressed by many interesting strategies based on

weighting procedures and model-based approaches (Bethlehem and Biffignandi 2012).

Further methodological and experimental work remains to be done to provide a solution

to the problem. We also envision that survey data could be used to check and remove the

self-selection bias from estimates obtained using Big Data.

One could try to use a quality survey to check the differences between Big Data and

survey data in the distribution of common variables. Alternatively, if no common variables

are available, known correlated data could be used. These differences could then be
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employed to compute weights that allow the reduction of bias due to the self-selection of

the Big Data. The main issue here is the availability of unit-level information from Big

Data sources due to confidentiality problems. However, as the use of Big Data will require

an adaptation to legislation (and the adaptation of legislation itself) regarding use aspects

(i.e., with respect to the access and use of data) and privacy aspects (i.e., managing public

trust and acceptance of data reuse and its links to other sources, security of private data)

we think that this difficulty will be overcome.

Limiting our focus to poverty studies and poverty mapping, on the one hand Big Data

represents an incredible and huge source of data on social complexity and human

behaviour; however, it does not ensure a representation of the population of interest’s

social phenomena. On the other hand, survey data are high-quality sources of data

representative of the population of interest, but they are expensive in terms of money and

time if they are to be collected properly. Interaction between and integration of these two

sources of data is an important challenge for research in statistics and informatics. It is also

extremely important that sound and effective statistical methodology be developed to

accommodate this abundantly rich class of Big Data resources (Horrigan 2013).

Provided that statistics and social mining develop the ability to glean knowledge

from these data, we are of the opinion that scientific research will be revolutionised by

this new wave. Furthermore, policy making is going to have new evidence, because

Big Data and social mining are providing statistical agencies with novel means for

measuring and monitoring well-being in our societies more precisely, continuously, and

ubiquitously. Poverty and inequality remain at the top of the global economic agenda,

and the methodology for measuring poverty continues to be a key area of research.

Measures of poverty and inequality are most useful to policy makers and researchers

when they are finely disaggregated into small geographic units. Thus using Big Data

together with small area estimation techniques could provide very useful insights into

socioeconomic phenomena. Indeed, the Big Data source is, by its very nature, a

candidate to become one of the pillars of a statistical system that produces data using

social network measures, as proxies of socioeconomic indicators of poverty, well-being

and progress.

We have not considered ICT-related issues here, which are also important. The

heterogeneity, lack of structure (requiring important work to prepare the data for statistical

production), and volume (which hampers the use of standard statistical tools) of Big Data

will be a challenge for the statistical agencies of the future.

The risk is that the level of analysis is dictated by the available – appealing and

continuous – information but, in any case, we must not give up on providing an

accurate assessment of the reliability of the statistics derived from that information

(Filippucci 2011).
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